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We're No Jack Kennedy Either 
Vol. 37 Xo. 6 T he Univcr~i ty of l\1ichi~nn Law chool Octobt>r 12, 1988 
Crim'l Forfeiture I Attn'y Fees Are Moot Ct. Topic 
By De nnis Shin 
This past Monday mm·h·d the entry 
deadline for the 1988-89 Henry :\1. Campbell 
:\1oot Court competition. At 5:00, the "facts" 
and a "District Court opinion" \\l•re hand£>d 
out to all participants. 
The topic this year involved criminal 
forfeiture. The parties, chargf:'d \\1th b'l'O\\ing 
and selling marijuana, attempt to retain a 
high-price "Ferrari" attorney. Howev£>r, the 
government claims that all thf. pos:<t>ssions 
which they seek (their large hou~e. car, ('tc.) 
were illegally gained, and thu", und£>r federal 
law, forfeited tO government poss(•ssion at the 
time the crimes were committt>d. :\o decision 
on the guilt or innocence has b<-t·n held. 
The issues tend to focus on whether the 
government seize the property; What arc the 
rights of the indictt>d pnrties to the coun$el of 
their choice? Is property retainPd in order to 
pay for attorney's fees exempt from the fed-
eral statute on criminal forfcitun·? Th£'se are 
some of the questions the moot ~:ourt teams 
'"ill address. 
Moot Court providPs t'tud<'nls with an 
opportuni ty to enha nce their brief writing 
and oral advocacy skills through compoti tion 
in a courtroom setting. Comp<'tition is struc-
tured in a series of three rounds with tf?nms 
composed of either one or twostu1lt·nts. Upon 
submitting a ten-page brief, t<'nm ... arc rnn-
domly assigned to argue a sldt• duri ng the 
quarter final round, with £>nch pnrticipnnt 
required to conduct a twt'nty- minute oral 
argument. 
Quarter-final briefs are limit£>d to a 
maximum oflt.'n pages of argunwnt. Th<' ten 
page limit applies to the ar~,rumt'nt section 
and any conclusions but docs not include the 
table of contents, table of authoriti£>s, opin-
ions below, questions presented, stntement of 
facts, and summary of argument. Failure to 
comply with the ten page limit precludes 
participants from advancing to the semi-final 
round or qualifying for the Best Brief Award, 
and any page beyonJ the ten-page limit ,viJJ be 
removed from the brief prior to submission to 
the judges. 
Twelve to sixteen teams from the quar-
ter-final round are expected tondvance to the 
semi-final round, with the final four teams 
advancing to the final round. In the St.'mi-
finnl round, another issue will be introduced 
'vith most teams S\vitching sides. 
Quarter-final arguments are tenatively 
scheduled to start the week of Monday, Ko-
vember 7 and are anticipated to run through 
November 18. Oral arguments \viii be con-
ducted before three judge panels comprising 
members of the Law School faculty and local 
practitioners. Enrh contestant ,...;ll receive an 
oral argument score, bnsed on a scale of 1 to 
50. The combined team oral score will be 
added to the team bri ef score, also based on a 
scale ofl to 50. Scoring will take into account 
comparative performa nce wi thin the docket. 
Students reachi ng the final round of 
competition will receive Henry 1\1. Campbell 
Awards. Last year, the \vinning teams re-
ceived $400.00 and the second place teams 
received $300.00. In addition, cash awa rds 
are given to recipientsofthe Best Brief Award 
in the quarter-final and semi-final rounds. 
Quarter -final judges in each docket will select 
the best brief in a docket, 'vi th a Law School 
faculty panel choosing the fi nal \vinner from 
among those briefs . In addi tion, the semi-
final judges ,vi]] choose a Best Brief "~nner 
from among the semi-final contestants. 
This year's topic was scheduled to be 
distributed as this article was going to press. 
The competition is open to second-, third-
year, and LL. l\1. law students. All questions 
are to be nddressed in writing to the Moot 
Court Bonrd office in Room 377 Legal Re-
search. Contestants are encouraged to moni-
tor the Campbell Competition Bulletin Board 
(on the second floor of Hutchins) for details 








Oral Argumen ts 
Junior Clerk Matches Chosen 
By Eunice Pa rk 
After two weeks ofrevie\\ing 52 applica- club as a first-year, and what aspects they felt 
tions, Mary \Vhi te, Director of the Writing and were good as they were or should be done 
Advocncy classes for first-year students, has differently. 
chosen the 1998-89 junior clerks. In addition, White inquires about the 
Second-year students were encouraged to applicants' extra-curriculnr and intervie\\~ng 
apply for the positions through notices posted plans "in order to see how heavily they ar e 
on the Law School walls and statements in the committed elsewhere." 
Docket; in addition, the senior judges were "All things being equal, we chose the 
urged to talk to potential applicants and to ask junior clerks based on how available they will 
them to sign up for interviews. be." 
In the 15 to 20-mi nute interview White This year the junior clerks were chosen I 
asksapplica nts abouttheirwritingandteach- only two to three weeks later than usual, 
ing experience, whether they have received despite di fficulties due to labor disputes which 
an_y c,t cJ\11\A'#arJ!s,JlD "Ry.filili) ~ethey may have prevented any clerk hiring nt all. 
think 1 -11\Jt~t~~ ~.>A~Jn to be 
junior cler~s." 
Also impPf~qi. is ttv1eJotc.lJe applicants 
thought abouUhei~ oi-fr'exp'e'rl\!nce \vith case 
UN IV. 0 F ~1 J C H _ 
~uruor Clerk/Senior Judge 
Match-ups: 
See Page Ten 
P. White: From Georgetown to Michigan 
By Don Wh<'alon 
Editors' Note: The (ollcm•in~ i.< the first in this 
}ear's series o(inten·im•s u•1th the professors 
u·ho teach here at Michi~a/1. Coll.-clin·ly, the 
group consists of a u•ide ra11gt ofha('/igrounds, 
specialties and i11tere.~ts, from tho.,l' u·ith new 
and young perspectiL·es to a fi,n,, r ch•an here 
at Jfichigan law. These artid<s en//, u·e hope, 
delc:e a little into their past t xpait nccs and 
future goals. 
Specializing in moral philosophy and histOry 
of modern philosophy nt Tlw Unin•rsity of 
~lichigan, Visiting Profes>'or PatriClil White 
majored in Philosophy. She nlso completed 
l:er :\lAin Philosophy and JD 1n three y£>nrs 
here at the University. Oribrinally from 
Syracuse, New York, she practiced in 
Washington, D.C. with St£>ptoe and Johnson, 
then Kaplan & Drysdale. She has taught at 
the Georgetown University Law Center since 
1979, and previously was a visiting professor 
at l\1ichigan Law School, in 1984-5. White is 
manied to Nicholas White, a Professor of 
Philosophy here at i\lichigan, and has a 
daughter, 13, and a son, 6. 
RG: What is your specialty, within the 
law? 
PW: :'lly specialty is tax, and philosophy 
of law- biomedical ethical things. 
RG: How have the campus environs 
changed since you were a student here at the 
University? 
PW: Well, when I was here, it was the late 
1960's and early 1970's, and things were 
utterly different from the way they are now. 
Fraternities and sororities really didn't exist. 
Everyone had long hair. Tons of dope were 
being smoked. Everybody was very much 
ngitated and interested in political things, 
likegettingout ofVietnnm. It's a very different 
place. Now, everyone is preppy and well-
dressed, and concerned about making money, 
and very few seem to be idealistic. Yes, it's 
very different. 
RG: What prompted you to leave your 
practice and begin teaching at Georgetown? 
PW: I had always wanted to go into 
teaching and an opportunity to join their 
faculty came to me because of the premature 
death of a member of the faculty. They needed 
someone to teach tax right away. I had been 
recommended to them. They got in touch \\ith 
me,and it seemed like a propitious moment-
ht.'cause this was something I had wanted to 
do. 
Whntreallymade me do it was that it was 
the end oDlay, and we ha'e a summer hou--e 
in :'llassachusetts, and ifljoined their faculty 
I wouldn't have to start teaching until the end 
of August. I joined right away so I could 
Continue d on page SIX 
,_._ c.u.-OeMW IS. 1-- ,... l1N 
Space Bulletin 
THE L\w ScHOOL STUDENT SENATE performed 
another thankless task recently when it reallo-
cated the bulletin board space in the basement of 
Legal Research. Six groups received space where 
previously they had none, while six groups had 
their space reduced and one lost its outright. 
The changes seem to be fair ones. It is strange 
that only now will the Senate get some board 
space for itself. Some new active groups, such as 
the Sports Law Society and IPSA, will have space 
now when they can use it effectively to help their 
organizations grow today, not at some nebulous 
time down the road. Other established groups, 
such as the Environmental Law Society and Les-
bian and Gay Law Students, will lose space, but it 
is a reduction in size. not a blottin£ out of the 
groups' informational materials. It will mean less 
postings at any one time, but items can be rotated 
on a more frequent basis to compensate for this. 
Not everyone will be satisfied, but with the 
happy problem of many growing groups, this 
seems like a logical and even-handed approach. 
It will be important for the Senate to monitor use 
of the boards to insure the most effective use of a 
limited resource. For now, kudos to the LSSS. 
A Softie at Heart 
RADio, TELEVlSION A.'m NEWSPAPERS all carried 
accounts of a story from Panama this past week. 
No, it wasn't students rioting, drug running or a 
coup. Military leaderGen.ManueiAntonio Nori-
ega was hosting a guest from the United St.ates: 
IO,-ye~r-old Sarah York of Richmond Township, 
Michigan. It seems the young UPer liked a hat 
the generalissimo wore on 60 Minutes wrote him 
and, voila, off she goes to Central ~erica. 
Now it's all peachy that Sarah was over-
whelmed by gifts, root beer and the sights {not to 
mention the heat in a local church), but really, 
wh~ cares? Does this change the fact that Nori-
ega IS charged with drug trafficking? Does it ad-
dress his stranglehold on the country? No. Bot-
tom line is, he is the same guy he was before. 
Only now we know he likes kids-· quite possibly 
th~ very same kids the drugs he helps northward 
pOison ·· and stuffed bears in fatigues 
Thi~ reminds one oft he Samantha Smith trip 
to R.ussia. She was just a media spectacle for the 
Sovtets. Her visit didn't change the fact that Yuri 
~dropov had run the KGB and was a ruthless 
dtctato_r. We realize the Presidential race has all 
the excitement of a Northwestern-Wisconsin foot-
ball game, but why subject us to such non-news? 
It's all hype, and trash at that. · 
------- Jocko on. Life 
~ ~._"'$ 
PIAn~ ,utt~b 
"'"~It wil CJt«.r ('Of '!! 
• 
'Zip It, Pal' 
By Jocko Knappmann 
It's too bad more televison shows aren't as fun as "The 
Morton Downey Jr. Show." Then again, I guess part of its 
appeal is that there really is no other show like it. 
Morton Downey Jr. is a loud-mouthed, blustering, vulgar, 
disgusting individual who hosts a tnlk show. A couple of 
"wrong-~ guests rome on and Mort argues \vith them. A few 
"right" guests side \vith !\tort. So does the audience. Sound 
unfair? Well, it basically is. However, the same hnn·nssed 
guests k~p coming back, week after week. Why? Some have 
a specific cause that they champion, like legalizing drugs or 
alJo,,ingchild pornography for example, and Mort gives them 
a forum to air their opinions. Others just want a chance to lock 
horns with Downey. A few are stupid and might not even 
realize what the ire getting into. And a few must simply enjoy 
getting abused. 
And abused they are. Mort pretends to be anti-intellec-
tual, but he's college educated and probably the best-prepared 
talk show host out there today. Maybe Phil Donahue can just 
sit back and goad his guests into fighting with each other if he 
wants; Mort has got to be up in the front lines of the conflict 
each and every show. He's also incredibly obnoxious and cuts 
loose with nt least a few vulgnrities each and every show. He 
hns no tact and even less tnste. Besides which, he chain 
smokes and works with his shirt sleeves up and his tie 
loosened. I guess he wants to look rugged nnd figures that's 
the best way. And you know something, it probably is at that. 
Inn way, Morton is so predictable. "Zip it, pnl" is gonM 
come up every show to shut up some liberal who's about to 
explnin something. He'll rag on Mike ((Free the Cop Killers" 
Dukakis. He11 call the ACLU Communists. Professors are 
"over-educnted" people from "Ivy Towers" who spew "pnblum 
puke" and don't hnve n clue about renllife. He'll high five the 
audience coming onto the show and call them "real Ameri-
cans" du1ing it. Anybody attacking Ollie North will get 
drowned out by Downey screaming that North is n "real 
American hero." Let's face facts here, Morton Downey Jr. is an 
arrogant, obnoxious fascist. 
But I watch his show every day, and I'll continue to do so. 
For one thing, it's always nice to henr him come up \vith a 
really vile, insulting one-liner thut slam dunks the hapless 
victim. When he does, the audience (who loves Mort and looks 
to him for clues on what to think) yells "You! You! You! You! 
You!" just like they do at basketball games when a player gets 
afoul called on him. He has a real talent for being \vittilycrude 
in a way that reminds you of two fifteen-year-old boys doing 
their best to insult each other. 
Another reason to watch Mort is thnt the issues them-
selves rt>nlly nre interesting. Nothing is out of bounds on his 
show, and he rt>ally does believe in a free exchange of ideas to 
help detennine the best solution. Granted, he also feels free 
to ridicule ideas he doesn't happen to agree with, but he does 
so kno,ving that a qualified defender is right there in front of 
him. One thing I've noticed about ~lort is that he has this 
sense of frontier JUStice to hun; he only att.ncks those who are 
capable of defending themselves. If that defense turns out 
looking less than stellnr, then it cert.:1inly isn't :\1ort's fault. It 
reminds me of the logic behind our adversary system of 
dispute resolution. 
One thing Mort does have is the common touch. The same 
people who believe in jury verdicts believe in Mort Downey. 
He's not overly educated, he swears, he smokes, he doesn't use 
a lotofhigh-sounding words and there's thisinherentcommon 
sense to him that many ofhis more distinguished guests really 
do lnck. When l\!ort introduces the nudience segment by 
saying "Let"s go gl't some rpal solutiun..; fr(>f11 dw prople out 
here in the audience" he really lwli£-v~s what he is :-:1~ i ng: 
Downey loves jury verdicts more than anybody. 
Finally, this is the only show in the slightest bit confron· 
t.'ltional. I'm so sick oflistening to Snlly Jesse Raphnel tell us 
thnt everybody's a little bit right that I want to puke. Acett.'lin 
Latina-sounding host is the biggest joke of all because he'sjust 
fake. Oprah can get her dander up with the best of them, but 
most of her shows are too mellow. Only on The Monon 
Downey Jr. Show is there electricity in the air. Only Mort 
would wrap the flng around his butt and tell some Iranian 
militant to kiss it. !\lorton tells it the way he sees it, nnd he11 
t.'lke on nil comers who disagree 'vith him. 
And that's the way I'm gonna be. I usually think Morton 
is way offbnse in his ideas, but I respect the guy for having the 
~:.ruts to hold to them. And it's about time we get a t.'llk show 
where people scream and shout instead of just t.'llk. And if you 
don't agree with my opinion ofhisshow, then you can take your 
mouth nod zip it, pal. ' 
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Clear and Present 
The Nightffiare of President Quayle 
By Robert Goldberg 
Brit Hume: \Vhen that moment [becoming President] came, 
rchat u:ould be the first step that you'd take, and why? 
J. Danforth Quayle: First I'd - first I'd say a prayer for 
myself and for the country that I'm about to lead. 
You and-me both, brother. 
Quayle's horrendously incompetent performance at last 
week's "debate" would have been somewhat more amusing if 
it weren't quite so frightening. This super-coddled, post-
lobotomy pretty boy - the Richie Rich of American politics-
was so utterly outclassed by the usually unimpressive Lloyd 
Bentsen that fm driven to wonder just what went through 
George Bush's Hmited mind in choosing the Indiana Idiot. 
Imagine dim-witted George, sitting up late in bed (what's 
bs alternative?), fretting over this momentous decision: "' 
r.eed someone handsome to appeal to babes. I need someone 
young to appeal to baby boomers." His train of thought is 
mddenly broken. 
"Aren't you coming to bed, dear?" lovely Barbara coos. 
"'n a minute, sweetie. Don't worry your pretty little 
i:oothless, prunish) head about me [you vote-costing witch]." 
The plotting resumes. "I need someone radically right 
11ing to appeal to the lunatic fringe that dominates the party. 
fve got it! The DePauw Disgrace! The Hoosier Loser! Babs, 
wake up! Put in your teeth, put up your silky white hair and 
put on your 1950s frock! It's party time!" 
Well, everyone's worst fears were played out in Techni-
color last Wednesday. Quayle either spit out pre-programmed 
garbage (he repeated twice, verbatim, his "qualifications"), 
displayed breathtaking ignorance (he wrongly thought pov-
erty has remained constant during the Reagan years), lied 
Letter to the Editor 
outright (he's never met with the Geneva negotiators and he 
has nearly the worst environmental record in Congress) or 
floundered completely (given three chances, he still couldn't 
tell us what he'd do as President). 
George Bush had six months to pick a running mate. He 
told us to judge him on this "first Presidential decision." l'm 
\villing to take him up on this invitation: George, based on this 
first major decision, you're not qualified to wait tables at 
Charley's. 
There's so much about Quayle to condemn. He boasts 
about his journalism experience - a summer job with his 
daddy's newspaper. Quayle ignored a question on the subject 
during the debate. I'm reminded of Reagan, during the 
Bitburg scandal, bragging about his experience fighting Naris 
-as a film clerk in the Army's Motion Picture Department in 
Bloomington, Indiana. 
And what about Quayle's outrageous response to a ques-
tion on his most formative experience? Quayle's stirring 
answer: the most influentiAl event of his life was his 
grandmother's advice, "You can do anything you want if you 
just set your mind to it." Well isn't that sweet, the blue-haired 
dear. Sure you can do anything - raise to Sam Kinison 
volume here-ifyou're RICH, and WHITE, and your DADDY 
GETS YOU OUT OF COMBAT, and GETS YOU INTO LAW 
SCHOOL,andBUYSYOUASEATIN CONGRESS. Dan, you 
didn't set your mind to anything, except perhaps playing golf 
and chasing bimbos around the Al<E house. 
But Quayle's worst sin- well, that we know of- is the 
one that has deservedly received the most attention: his 
chicken-hawk hypocrisy. There's nothing more contemptible 
than a chest-beating wanior in public who's a knee-shaking 
coward in private. Quayle was more than happy massaging 
his anti-Commie machismo in safety while sending off truly 
brave kids to senseless deaths in distant jungles. Those kids 
are heroes; Dan Quayle is slime. · 
Now let me get one thing straight. I wouldn't have gone 
to Vietnam either. But I also wouldn't have dared speak such 
virulent combativeness if I weren't willing to back my words 
\vith a bit of action. How could this wimpy warrior ever be 
commander in chief when he wasn't willing to lead by example 
when the chips were d.o}V\)?, . L , 
Quayle wasn't the only sinner, of course. · Sylvester 
Stallone - the well-oiled, machine gun-toting terror who 
brainwashes kids across the country with his bravado -
rested out the war at an all-girls school in Switzerland. But 
Quayle is the only one with the audacity to now seek a position 
with the potential of grave military responsibility. 
Quayle's self-congratulatory comparison to John Ken-
nedy - devastatingly destroyed by Bentsen's razor-sharp 
condescension - reminded me of a great practical joke. 
Kennedy once took a teml>ly buck-toothed friend to dinner 
and ordered him asparagus. The friend nearly killed himself 
trying to bite through the long spears. I suggest someone try 
the same trick, with cameras rolling, on Marilyn "the overbite 
queenD Quayle. 
God forbid, but by the end of- I can barely say it-
George Bush's first term, he'd be almost 70, hovering danger-
ously near the American male life expectancy. I realize it's 
painful, but now pictu~e 'Dan Q"uayle's stupid mug grinning 
from behind the Oval Otrice desk . The crowning irony, of 
course, is that the evildoer who will have unleashed this ca-
lamity on the world won't be around to suffer the catastrophic 
consequences of his misdeed. I tell you, there's j ust no justice. 
At Long Last, Viable Loan Forgiveness 
To the E di tor: 
Last Friday, the faculty approved two changes in the Law 
School's debt-management program that make the presently 
flawed program a viable option for those students considering 
!ow-paying careers. These revisions are the result of a year-
long effort by the Financial Aid and Awards Committee of the 
Law School Student Senate \vith ht>lp from members of the 
Xationa] Lawyers Guild. 
In a nutshell, these two changes are: 1) a reduction of the 
period before forgiveness from the present nine years to one 
year; and 2) codification of a $10,000 income allowance for 
married participants and a $4,000 per-child income allowance 
for participants \vith children. 
The program is available to s tudents whose adjusted 
gross income is under $32,000 per year (this figure \viii be 
adjusted for inflation and periodically reviewed), and who 
have personal assets of under $10,000. In addition, partici-
pantsare required to consolidate their loans. Throughout the 
program students pay part of their annual repayment obliga-
tions to their lenders, based on a sliding scale. For example, 
a s:udent who earns $22,000 per year and whose debt-repay-
:nent schedule calls for $4,000 per year in repayment is 
expected to pay $1,000 of that amount. The debt-support 
amount is $3,000 per year. 
The program works in three phases. Initially, during the 
first year of participation, the School gives the participant an 
interest-free loan for the debt-support amount. The next 
Phase runs from the second to fourth year of participation. In 
Each of these years, the school will forgive 33 percent of the 
loan it gave the student in phase one, in addition to making a 
direct grant to the student for the debt-support amount. At 
the end of one's fourth year of participation in the program, the 
third phase begins. The loan from the first year is 100 percent 
forgiven. For the remainder of the repayment period, the 
School will make direct grants to the student for the debt-
support amount. 
Any time a participant's adjusted gross income surpasses 
the income cap (presently $32,000 for single participants, 
$42,000 for married participants \vithout children) he or she 
leaves the program. If part of the phase-one loan has not been 
forgiven it becomes due with repayment periods analogous to 
those for Guaranteed Student Loans. 
The program was revised in response to student concerns 
and the realization that most of Michigan's competitors had 
more effective programs in place. To date the program had 
only loaned the debt-support amount to nine participants, 
only one of whom was a continuing participant from the 
previous year. 
A survey of peer institutions found that no other school 
\vith a debt-management program requires as many years 
before forgiveness as ::\fichigan's did. Harvard and Penn 
provide direct grants to graduates immediately upon determi-
nation of program eligibility. Yale and Cornell provide direct 
grants after completion of one or two years of eligible employ-
ment. The latest that any other school's forgiveness begins is 
at the end of the fifth year. 
With regard to spousal allowances, programs vary, 
but the amounts of these allowances range from $10,000 in 
Virginia's program to $20,000 at Boston College and The 
University of Chicago. Child allowances range from $3,000 
per child under Chicago's program to $5,000 per child unper 
the programs at Stanford, Boston College and Cornell. 
This information on the programs at other schools was 
gathered by the students working to revise the Michigan 
program; spread sheets were also done that showed the cost 
to the student and to the school for two "model" participants 
- one with the 1986 graduate's average debt burden of 
$28,000, and one with a high debt burden of $56,000. 1'\1ese 
calculations, and further details about the program, can be 
obtained by contacting Dean Eklund. Applications for the 
1989 program year must be completed by October 1989. 
The debt-management program initially adopted by the 
faculty in 1986 proved not very attractive to most students; we 
hope these two modifications create a program better sui ted to 
the needs of Michigan graduates. The LSSS Financial Aid 
and Awards Committee will continue to review the program 
and make recommendations for further revisions as needed. 
Faculty approval of the two modifications provide a viable 
alternative for students who wish not to work for a large law 
firm. Under the debt-management program, students, no 
matter how indebted they are upon graduation, can afford to 
work for a government entity, for a public-interestemployeror 
in a small or solo practice. 
Lisa Batey 
Cind y Cohn 
David Koeninger 
Ka, ._thv. W, illi,s, 
• • i 't \ l . '-( 
----. ~ -.. · .... -. .. -- --- .. -.-... ...... ... ... -.. -- -- - ... · ... -... -.-. ... 
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Notices 
The Intellectual Property Students Association (IPSA) welcomes George BosyofNueman, 
Williams, who will be speaking on Dupont v. Phillips: Strategy & Anecdotes, in Room 220, 
Today at 4:30. The General Meeting has been canceled for this Thursday, due to conflicts with 
Prof. E isenberg's presentation at the La w & Economics Workshop on "Patents and the 
ProgTess of Science", which will be held in 120 Hutchins at 4:00. 
The Lawyers Club will be showing Eyes On The Prize: America's Civi l Rights Years. This 
six part documentary traces the struggles of the Civil Rights Movement, starting " ith Rosa 
Parks to the historical signing of the Voting Rights Act. 
The series will start Thursday, October 13, at 7:30p.m. in the Main Lounge of the Lawyers 
Club. The follo\ving episodes will be shown each Thursday in the Lounge. 
Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay 
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, November 1 
for summer end permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Webster & Sheffield 
of N ew York, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 31 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request c~rds are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Thompson & Mi~chell 
of St. Louis, Missouri 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
second and third year 
Mon day, October 31 
for summer· and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
lis, 2ls, 31s: Law School: Make it a Positive Experience - HowtoAvoidFirst Year Trauma 
and Come Out Smiling. A .video presentation prepared by a nd ~eaturing Prof. Michael 
Josephson, former U. ofM. Law instructor and owner of Josephson Bar Review Centers. Today, 
Wednesday October 12, at 4:30 in Room 132. Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity 
Int'l. Refreshments. Call 996-4847 for more information. 
Sign-ups for the University of Virginia qualifying softball tournament will be held 
Tuesday, October 11 through Thursday, October 13, from 10 to2 in frontof Room 100. The cost 
is' $25 per team. 12 team limit, first come, first serve. 
The Child Advocacy Clinic 'viii have mock trials on Wednesday, October 12, Thursday, 
October 13 and Monday, October 17 from 12:00-5:00. The case involves an allegation of child 
abuse and neglect. Anyone interested in serving as a juror for any of the three afternoons, 
please call Mary J o Lawson at 763-5000. 
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan 
of Miami, Florid a 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Thursday, November 3 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Firm resumes are available in the Placement Office. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
November 7 
The In titute of Government 
of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
is inter vie·wing second-year students for summer 
clerkships and third-year students for permanent , 
tenure-track faculty positions. 
The Institute teaches, writes for, and consults with · 
public officials. 
TheRe. Ge.t•• ·· October 12, 1988- p8plive 
Commentary 
Not My Day 
Budgeting by Whim and Caprice 
By Keri Chenoweth 
I11 admit ignorance to much of the procedure followed by 
large legislative bodies, local authorities or even collegiate 
student governments concerning the annual, tortuous process 
of creating a budget. Yet, after having witnessed the entire 
circus-like procedure that the LSSS has just completed, I 
truthfully doubt whether a more irrational, ill-planned, 
imbalanced and unrepresentative method could be devised. 
l:riortunately, members of the Senate have confided that this 
year's procedure was one of the few that have followed the 
budgetary procedures listed in the Senate guidelines. If this 
is true, then I don't understand why either the s tudent body 
or the administration is not alarmed as the LSSS carves up 
both student and Law School contributions. 
More than specific or particularized quirks of this year's 
budget, my cri ticism lies mainly wi th two LSSS practices: 
•prioritization" and uthe wish list." Both of these inventive 
procedures are fine in practice and are proba bly essential tools 
for reducing the $80,000 request into a $30,000 balance. 
Neither"prioritization" nora "wish list" may be fou nd anywhere 
in the Senate guidelines or constitution. Alarmingly, these 
rv.·o practices seem to consti tute the entire rationale for 
budgetary allocation. The way the Senate is using these 
"practically essential" tools reduces input from student groups 
to almost nothing, leaving the requests of groups at the 
Senate's whlm and opinion. 
The treatment by the Senate of three groups that were 
present when the Executive Committee presented the budget 
should illustrate several problems that need long-term 
solutions. Only four groups came to contes t the budget cuts 
made by the Executive Committee aftertheseven-hour hearing 
proceedings. 
The Quadrangle (the yearbook) went first and queried 
Over the Edge 
whether the almost 95 percent cutin its request was justifiable. 
The Senate responded largely with personal opinions. 
Secretary Chris Adams stated, "We don't fund organizations; 
we fund events" and Treasurer Sandy Perl called the $50 
grant a "short-term, cash-flow token." When reminded that 
the LSSS also funds organizations such as the Family Law 
Project, Adams was left retortless. Basically, the Senate 
reacted hostilely to the Quadrangle's query, negativeinaiMost 
every respect. Not one logical answer was presented, not one 
mention of the enumerated factor s that were supposedly 
adhered to by the Executive Committee's decision making. 
Frustrated by the Senate's ambiguous explanations and the 
hostile nature oft he responses, the Quadrangle representative 
gave up on the grant. · 
Next the Quadrangle asked why the $4,000 loan had not 
been approved (as it was last year). It's first deadlines and 
bills were coming due, while sales would not begin to rise until 
later in the term. The Senate responded that the request 
would be presented to Dean Sue as part of its "wish list." The 
Quadrangle asked for assurance that if this money wasn't 
approved there, then the LSSS wouJd provide the short-term 
loan. Angry dissension arose among senators and the 
Quadrangle representative shrugged, unsatisfied and 
unfunded. 
Several Hispanic Law S t uden ts Association 
representatives were present to ask why their number-one 
priority had notbeengivenanyfunding. TheSenat~responded 
that the project, which would require over $2,500, was to be 
referred to Dean Eklund on the wish list; HLSA could reduce 
funds for its other events if it so requested, but this was how 
the Senate felt HLSA could get the most money. 
The Social Committee then protested cuts made to its 
Tawana Brawley and CLS 
By Cliff Moore 
I've nev_er really liked Critical Legal Studies (CLS), but 
hey, one of the pleasantries of academia is debating absurd 
concepts divorced from. the grubbiness of real Hfe. Here at 
~1ichigan Law School both s tudents and professors are free to 
debate legal niceties like so many Catholic monks debating 
U!e number of angels who could dance on the head of a pin. It's 
mostly h armless, because nobody outside academia is really 
listening anyway. However, every so often, real life provides 
an illustration of how screwed up the world might become if 
such types were ever given free rein. 
The Tawami Brawley case in ~ew York is a sad example. 
I assume most of you are fam iliar with this case. HowTawana 
was a pparently abducted and sexually abused by five white 
men who finally abandoned her, smeared with feces, in a 
dumpster . It has been clear for some time now that it was all 
a lie. Tawana is apparently· a disturbed young women with a 
difficult fami ly situation. 
More interesting to me is the conduct of her two legal 
advisers, Alton Maddox and C. Vernon Mason. Shortly after 
taking on Tawana as their client, these two lawyers began a 
campaign against New York's legal system. They claimed that 
Tawana's assailant.s were pol ice officials and charged that the 
state was unwilling to conduct an impartial investigation. 
They have repeatedly charged New York officials with racism 
and proclaimed that it is impossible for any black person to 
obtain justice in New York. For those of you who don't 
recognize it, this is CLS in action. 
Maddox and Maaon charge that the legal system is nothing 
more than another insti tution through which the power elites 
of society maintain control, a central tenet of CLS. Once you 
accept this "truth,"itisasmall, logical steptoacceptthemoral 
imperative of Mason and Maddox to wage war on the system 
itself. In such a perspective, the actual truth of a particular 
case becomes insignificant when weighed against the overall 
"truth" of political disenfranchisement. Thus the manipulation 
of a young, and apparently mentally disturbed, c~ild becomes 
qui te acceptable because the case symbolizes a greater truth. 
Similarly, the persecution of AssistantDistrictAttorney Steven 
Pagnoes, who Maddox and Mason repeatedly charged, without 
proof, ofinvolvementin ~he assault, is also perfectly reasonable 
beca use the end justifies the means. 
It is worth observing at this point that the legal talents of 
Maddox and Mason have been previously employed in thi~ 
fashion to some public acclaim. In the Howard Beach trial 
these attorneys also" withheld cooperation with the legal 
system and insisted that an innocent individual (the driver of 
the van) be charged so that the "greater truth" might be 
established. 
I do not mean by these observations to suggest that 
adherents of CLS are in uni ty with Mason and Maddox. 
However, that judicial philosophy has to some extent 
legitimated their actions, and this should be worrisome to 
proponents oCCLS. If the practical applicationsofthisjudicial 
outlook are so subject to abuse, is there really value in its 
promotion? It's worth stepping back on occasion and re-
evaluatingour convictions in terms of the common experience. 
$17,000 request. I u f.lnori ti zat ion request for stereo speakers 
was cut entirely. The ~enate responded that the Committee 
should rent them. Its request for Law Revue, the highly 
popular satire and talent show held in the spring, was reduced. 
The Senate admitted it had made the cut based on the 
erroneous assumption that the Social Committee had charged 
$1 admission and could double admission. Last year's 
admission was $2. The Senate hadalsocutanotherrequest for 
funds, inserting its own opinion as to the substance of what it 
would give money for. 
Finally, the National Lawyers Guild representative 
requested money for phone bills that occurred over the summer. 
LSSS funding closes up over summer "break" and clinics are 
forced to hold out until fall for r~fu,-:!c: ":" ~'~!'")' "?!''1 ~ . 
The actions of the S-:.nate at this "hearing" were defensive 
and, as one 1-"-:::::.:..-, noted privately later, "bitchy." The 
atmosphere was not one of r esponsiveness to student needs, 
but of selfishness over control and distribution. The final 
factor control' illg which projects are fu nded seems not to be 
whether ne group finds the project worthwhile, but what 
the Senak E>. cx:utive Committee feels is a correct prioritization. 
None of the explanations given to each group was based on the 
guideline criteria. They were, in fact, explained by opinion. 
The Senate needs to give more than mere lip service to its 
policies. Also, if it seeks to make major revisions in its 
procedures, then it must clearly notify each group prior to the 
request. A hearing at 1 a .m. is no time to request a _ETOI.!p's 
single representative to make major decisions regarding an 
entire group's requests. If "prioritization 8 is the key, the 
Senate should change its rules. 
If the Senate does make "prioritization• legal, it should 
use its own criteria consistently. Allowing exceptions in the 
form of denying groups funds for events they feel essential 
leaves the process a sham. Who really priori tizes? ln the end, 
the Senate. Unless changes are made, these inconsistencies 
reduce at tempts by the LSSS to appear respcnsive to student 
desirec: a mere illusion. 
A Lnal suggestion to help return stutl~11t i:;;:mt into tr.e: 
budget process is tlte dlvision of who allocates the money to 
various student activities. Currently both the Senate and 
Dean Eklund's office finance both student groups that sponsor 
events a nd student-run clinics. I believe that clinical programs 
would be more effectively funded through Dean Eklund's 
office, if a more open and public procedure were adopted there 
as well. This would eliminate the difficulties clinics find when · 
summer LSSS fun ds evaporate. Also, the importance of these 
groups to the community is best served by a more centralized 
process. Right now, clinics that serve hundreds of needy 
people must gamble in the same financial pool as groups that 
mainly invite speakers and debate issues. Each type of 
student group is important to a healthy Law School, but the 
funding of each would be more rationally overseen by a single 
body. The way the process currently works, it is too easy for 
the Senate to assume Dean Eklund \vill fund worthy projects 
and for Dean Eklund's office 1.0 assume the Senate is meeting 
student needs effectively. 
The current method is duplicative and inefficient. The 
LSSSshouldn't fund clinics, butonlytl- = studentorganizations, 
and it shouldn't even do that until it can prove that its funding 
practices are based upon more than a 15-minute hearing and 
five officers' gut feelings. 
Each fall the budget is released and each year student 
groups whine over the inconsistencies or inadequacies of the 
resu Its. This year's Senate has at least attempted to listen and 
correct these flaws. But it is useless believing that a fe w 
changes will cure the gross inadequacies present in the system. 
If the LSSS is willing to take the first steps in correcting these 
inherent problems by fonnalizingits process into a logical and 
consistent one, I hope it is also willing to finish the job. 
- • • 4 t ;.,..t: .._ • , tt ~ • i 
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Pat White -Returns to M for 2d Visit 
Cont inued from page One 
prepare, and I could do that in New England! 
Perhaps if it [the opportunity] had come in 
January, I would have jumped less readily. 
RG: Do you enjoy teachjng more than 
practice? 
I'm lonely, or that I don't know the ropes. 
RG: How does it feel to be a member of 
the clan of same-surname "Whites" around 
here? 
PW: It gets very confusing. I remember 
the last time I was here, \vith the name 
problem, I keptgettingJ.J. Whjte'sAt:iation 
years we lived in Washinton and my husband 
commuted back and forth. We moved to Ann 
Arborayearago-JastSeptember - andsomy 
children are here, our house is here, and my 
husband is here. It's a nice chance to be here, 
too. 
RG: What are the biggest dHTerences P\V: I like both. I like teaching, but I also 
enjoy practice. I like the flexibility to think 
about what I want to think about. I like the 
contact with students. I like the relative 
freedom to organize my time. I like June-
July-August that I can spend in 
~1assachusetts, and I like the opportunity to 
write nnd think hard about problems; nil of 
which teaching gives me. But tax law really is 
a lotoffun to prnctice, and I like a lot of things 
about it. 
"The life here at Michigan is simpler, and I think 
that's actually conducive to studying and thinking 
about the law. A lot of Georgetown students, in m.y 
view, get caught up prematurely in the practice of 
l " aw ... 
RG: What is it like being a visiting 
professor here at Michigan? 
P\V: \\'ell, I'm really not the right person 
to ask, because I have too many close friends 
on this faculty to really feel like an "ordinary" 
visitor. ~ot only did I go to school here, not 
only did I visit here before, but my husband 
t£>aches in the Philosophy Department at the 
University, so I am a "faculty wife," and have 
had that role here since 1971. And so, I know 
a lot of people on thls faculty and have known 
them fora longtime. Forme, it asn'tlike being 
a visitor in some sense, even though I'm not 
involved in faculty decisions and don't have a 
stake in long-term relationships \vith students. 
But 1 don't feel that 1 don't know anyone, that 
Weekly magazines in my mrulbox. Other 
than that, there just are a Jot of Professor 
Whites here, and you have to use your first 
initial. I imagine it's a lot more complicated 
forJ.J.and J.B. White, the Jim Whites, than 
anyone else. It's just something you have to 
live with. 
RG: \Vhat has brought you back to U of 
M to teach? 
PW: Well, Ed Cooper last year asked me 
if I'd like to visit again, and I'm always 
delighted to do that, becnuse I like it here. In 
fact, my family now lives in Ann Arobr; for 
between Georgetown nnd ~lichigan'? 
PW: One difl'<'r£>nce is that the Law School 
at Georgetown is on the other side of the city 
from the University, so a lot of the students nnd 
faculty have very li ttle to do with the rest oft he 
University. It's a very, very larg£> law school in 
the middle of a big city. And it isn' t rPsidential 
in the same sense that it is h<-re, and its 
amenities are )pss good. The facility is more 
cramped, it doesn't have a campus. It doesn't 
have a Lawyer's Club kind of thing, and the 
students live all over the city, as well ns in 
Virginia and Maryland. 1 think fi·om n studrnt's 
perspective, it's a less homPy and welconnng 
.---------------------- --- ---------,kind of place- it's n more impersonnl 
atmosphere. 
A FEW WORDS 
FROM OUR RESUME. 
The fir~ has approximately 200 lawyers. While we are large enough to handle the most sophisticated 
trlnsacttons, we make every effort to see that our lawyers do not fall victun to the "cog in a legal factory" 
I 
syndrome. 
New associates initia~y concentrate in one or twn areas of their choice. Each may continue in the area(s) or 
cha_nge fro~ time to ~- This lets associates decide for themselves where they ultima tely wish to focus 
I 
thetr pracuce and provrdes the enterprising lawyer with significant latitude in establishing and pursuing a 
career path. 
We regard the StJII/Iler P!ogram as the primary source of associate recruitment. The program provides first · 
hand knowledge of the firm's personnel, work attitudes and environment, clients and practice. Historically 
about 80% of our summer associates receive offers to return on a full time basis and about 80% of those 
who receive offers accept. 
We estimate that new associates average approximately 1,800 billable hours per year, but there is no formal 
policy regarding a required rrinimum number of billable hours. 
We do not hire on a planned attrition basis. We hire those individuals we perceive to have the professional 
an~ personal qualiti~s requisite to partnership and it is these qualities, along with demonstrated performance, 
whrch form the basrs for advancement and pannership consideration - not a "numbers game." 
Milwaukee llld MadisGn. Wiscorwn. 
Wesr Palm Beach 1nd Naples, flouda. 
Phoenia. Arirona 
Interviewing on campus, November 2 
The student body at Georgetown is more 
diverse than here: it is comprised of nearly 25% 
minorities, and is half women. There's a much 
greater percentage of older students. The night 
program there means that a lot of studPnts 
have their respon~ible jobs or large car<-crs; I 
had a class last term in tax, in wh1ch I had five 
doctors, seven nurses, and two d£>ntists. You11 
always have lots of PhD's, Army Ct•nerals who 
are looking fonvard to retiring and want to 
become lawyers, Congressional Staffers, an 
occasional member of Congress; you find a 
more diverse student body than here. liHe 
they tend to be younger, with a higher 
percentage of males, and a higher percentage of 
whites. 
The administrntion nt Georgetown, which 
affects student lives, is much more miliartistic 
and rule-oriented, partly l suppose because of 
the great size of the place and also due to the 
Good through December 31, 1988 
impersonal urban quality. I think that tends 
to make students' lives there much less 
comfortable than students' Jives here- with 
pPople like Sue Eklund and Nancy Krieger 
and other kinds of people who are genuinely 
interested and helpful in making things go 
smoother. So my impression is very much 
that students h~>re are a happier lot, as a 
r esult of the sortofthings that matter to their 
Jives. 
1\s far as subjects are concerned. 
Georgetown is bigger and offers more subjects, 
rand makes a better use of the adjunc~ 
community, so there are more opportunities 
for students to study a greater variety of 
thr ngs. On the other hand, there are so many 
~ludents that they can't all getintothecourses 
thc•y want to get into. In theory, there are· 
more opportunities to study other things, bu: 
in fact, it might not pay ofT'becnuse they can't 
,..l·t in. I think the curriculum is much f"'lre 
onentcd toward busi ness studies at 
( :t·orgetown, and there are far more options :.o 
t.\ke advanced classes in ta.x or busint.>s.s 
subjects. 
The life here nt Michigan is simpler, and 
I think that's actually conducive to stud)ing 
und thinking about the law. A lot of 
Georgetown students, in my view, get cau;h: 
up prenHtturely in the practice of law: trey 
have to work - tuition is higher there, the 
co;;toflivingis much higher there -and a lo: 
of studnt,; work while they're in school. They 
work in law firms, high powered and high 
pressure law firms to make money, becnu,:;e 
those pay well, and the result is that students 
have lr~s time to spend on thinking. I think 
the genrral toneoftheplace from lhe students' 
perspective is that they have less time to be 
just contemplative about the law. There are a 
sub:.tantial number of people here who do 
tnke ndvnntage of this as the one time in their 
life thnt they have the luxury of the rime to 
think about the law. 
RG: \\'hat are the big differences between the 
intt·rvicwing processes at Georgetown ami 
11ichigan? 
P\\': Well, they're basically similnr: the sarr.e 
employers go to both schools, and ahve the 
same little 20-minute slots in which rhey talk 
to the employers, and the employers make up 
thier minds. The process by which students 
arc matched to inteniew slots is perhaps a 
little diff£>rent, but they are both lottt.>T)'-
bascdm with uchi ps" to spend for employers 
Continue d on page Seven 
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Shereff, Friedman, Hoffman 
&Goodman 
of New York, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interoiewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 31 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY 
Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, 
Blaine & Huber 
of Buffalo and Rochester, New York 
and Wilmington, Delaware 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Thursday, November 3 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
'lhe •• Geee.e- Odeller IJ, 1--.... -..ea 
Opp~rman & Paquin 
... 
· of Minneapolis, Minnesota 
. . . 
is pleased to announce that it will be interoiewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Friday, November 4 
fo r summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are clue in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Mahoney, Adams, Milam, 
Surface & Grimsley 
of Jacksonville, Florida 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Friday, November 4 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Visiting Professor Resettles in A 2 
continued from page SIX 
that they really cnre about. I think employers 
are less hnppy going to Georgetown to 
interview thnn they are coming here, and 
that's simply because Nancy Krieger is so 
wonderful. I remember when I was an 
employer coming here to interview, Nancy 
knows everybody and she makes coming here 
to interview a really plensant, warm 
experience on the part of the interviewer. So 
employers come here nnd they're given spnce, 
and they're welcome, and they have nice 
personal contnct with t\ancy. 
Georgetown isn much more -as is typicnl 
ofitsstyle-impersonal process, so the people 
aren't given space in the school because the 
facility isn't big enough. So the employers 
have to rent their own rooms in the Hyatt 
hotel across the street. Then students go over 
:o these bedrooms in the Hyatt hotel to have 
:heir interviews, because there is no space in 
the building. It's a huge process over there, 
but essentially the students have the some 
opportunities there as here. 
RG: How is the interviewingprocess different 
from when you were in school? 
PW: I'm not really a good person to ask about 
that, because I didn't go through the 
interviewing process when I was in school. I 
had no intention of being n lnwyer initinlly, 
because I was doing graduate work and my 
' 
husband taught there. The decision to become 
a lawyer, and actually the practice in 
Washington, came rather late in the day and 
I just had a couple ofintet·views. And I didn't 
work between my first and second years, or 
between my second and third years, because 
I was studying for my doctoral prelims in the 
philosophy department- plus, I was married 
to a faculty member and did not need to 
support myself. 
Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, 
and sometimes the New York Times. 
I like to rend novels. I admire among 
com temporary writers B.S. Nypal, whose work 
I like very much. I like Jean Rhys' work very 
much. I enjoy a series of women British 
contemporary writers and Indian mAle 
con tern pora ry. 
I have an ncti,•e interest in various fotms 
of sports, and I spend a lot of time staying fit 
(7 had no intention of being a lawyer 
initially... The decision to become a 
lawyer ... came rather late in the day and I 
just had a couple of interviews." 
RG: Do you think your not clerking between 
your first and second, and second and third 
years, affected you when you first got into 
practice at all? 
PW: No, it didn't make any difference. You're 
learning at the beginning, whether you clerked 
or haven't clerked. 
RG: What kind of TV shows do you watch, 
magazines or periodicals do you read, etc.? 
PW: I don't watch television, except for 
some sports events. I read the local 
newspaper, the Ann Arbor News or the 
myself. I S\\~m fnirly regularly and vigor-
ously, and I have two children. ~ly daughter 
particularly is a serious athlete, and is always 
running from one practice to another, and I'm 
always running from one event to ano~her. 
My children involve a lot of dtiving. 
I have two dogs, who also take a lotof time 
and attention. I have a \vire-haired terrier 
who's one, nnd I have a black lab puppy five-
months old who's three times the size of the 
terrier al ready. 
I just never have enough time to do the 
things !like to do. I'm interested in art, and 
one of the things that's nice about Washington 
is all the museums. I'm interested in 
architecture, and also in the restoration of old 
houses. 
RG: You're here for the fu ll yenr - and now 
you're teaching Trusts and Estates, nnd Tax I. 
What will you be teaching in the \vinter? 
PW: I'll teach the Tax Practice seminar, and 
also Tax I again. 
RG: Being from Syracuse, New York , what 
brought you to l\1ichigan in the first place? 
PW: At the time I wonted to go to school, I 
wanted to major in philosphy, nnd Michigan 
had the best philosophydepartmentata school 
where a woman could go to school. Princeton 
at that time was not available to women. I had 
an interview at Harvard and didn't like it-
struck me as too pretentious. I had relatives 
in ~lichigan, my grandparents went to 
Michigan, so there was a family tradition of 
going to ~1ichigan, but I don't know that that 
influenced me espE'cially to keep the tradition 
and I felt comfortable. I like its relatively 
unpretentiousquality,combined \vith its first-
rate opportunities. Plus, I wanU>d a big school. 
RG: Thanks very much for your time. 
PW: You're very welcome. That should gjve 
you plenty to write about! 
LSSS Hears Reports From Sports, Social, Placement 
By Don Wheaton 
Reports from three committees dominated 
discussion at the Law School Student Senate 
(LSSS) meeting Monday. 
Kevin Woodhouse of the Sports Commit-
tee raised concerns about spousal participa-
tion in Law School sporting events. The Sen-
ate voiced its approval of a plan both to allow 
and to encourage participation of spouses in 
the events, but left the final decision on the 
detailed proposal to the committee. 
Woodhouse also approached LSSS for its 
opinions on r06ter decisions and eligibility for 
Saturday's U-Va Softball Tournament. Team 
sign-ups continue through tomorrow, from 
10:00 am-2:00pm, but are limited to the first 
twelve teams who pay the $25 entrance fee. 
The fee is being charged to cover the extra 
costs of the fields and umpires, and the twelve-
team limit was designed to promote a double-
elimination tournament. 
The Sports Committee raised concerns 
' 
over possible roster replacements who will 
not have competed, for a variety of reasons, in 
this Saturday's tournament. LSSS proposed 
to expand the roster of eligible players, or to 
allow the third-place team to travel to U-Va 
if one of the two top teams fails to make the 
trip, but left the final decision to the Commit-
tee. 
Woodhouse also reported on the dark-
ness-threatened beach volleyball tournament, 
the soon-to-be-completed tennis playoffs, and 
the rain-soaked golf tournament. The annual 
football tournament has been cancelled as a 
resul t of lack ofLSSS funding. 
The Committee also has slated a 5-kilo-
meter run for early November, and plans a 
nominal entrance fee to cover the costs of a 
special T-shirt for each participant. LSSS 
alsoproposedconnectingtherun with a pledge 
drive for charity. 
J on Beighle of the Social Committee 
reported on the successful co-sponsored party 
atthePhiDhouselastFriday. The PhiDs paid 
for the band and cleanup, while the Social 
Committee paid for the alcohol, punch, and 
ice. 
Beighle also noted that the semi-annual 
clothing sale would soon be arriving, and that 
orders will be taken sometime around the 
first week of November. Deliveries will be 
slated for the last week of November or the 
first week of December. 
Although two groups from the Business 
School have approached the Social Commit-
teeaboutco-sponsoringaparty, the LawSchool 
will go i t alone for its Halloween party on 
October 29. 
Placement Committee chair Sam Silver 
reported that his committee has not made 
much progress on a discrimination policy for 
Room 200 interviews. Silver pointed out that 
the L.'\w School has only adopted NALP dates 
for extending/retracting o!Ters, a nd not the 
NALP guidelines on discrimination in inter-
1985-1989 LSSS Budget Allocations 
Organization 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1988/89 
(request) (grant) 
American Civil Liberties Union(ACLU) 300.00 190.00 180.00 2,679.48 $ 621.14 
American Indian Law Stud. Assoc.(AILSA) 550.00 460.00 1,000.00 1,800.00 550.00 
Asian American Law Stud. Assoc.(AALSA) 50.00 325.00 115.00 2,280.00 800.00 
Black Law Students Alliance(BLSA) 2.600.00 1695.00 2.150.00 4.305.00 2.023.23 
Computer Law Society 180.00 50.00 + + 
Christian Law Society * * * 700.00 220.00 
Environmental Law Society(ELS) 1,300.00 800.00 425.00 1,500.00 500.00 
~lichigan Federalists Society 200.00 250.00 450.00 2,600.00 650.00 
Family Law Project * * * 1,740.00 1,100.00 
The Headnotes 200.00 100.00 200.00 200.00 175.00 
Health Law Society * * * 3,975.00 720.00 
Hispanic Law Students Assoc. (HLSA) 1,600.00 1,125.00 1,500.00 7,003.00 1,242.95 
Immigration Law Project (formerly fL Clinic) 100.00 0.00 245.00 150.00 150.00 
International Law Society 950.00 600.00 650.00 2,600.00 588.00 
Intellectual Property Students Assoc. * * * 4248.00 300.00 
Je,vish Law Students Union (JLSU) 450.00 300.00 260.00 994.00 664 .50 
Law School Families Association (LSFA) 200.00 30.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 
Law School Student Senate (LSSS) 
ABA Law Student Division (ABNL.SD) 50.00 30.00 200.00 * * Admissions Committee (LSSS) * * * 370.00 200.00 
Computer Commmittee * * 190.00 * * Curriculum Committee 50.00 * * • * Faculty Search Committee 250.00 * * * * Financial Aid/Awards(LSSS) 300.00 * 375.00 455.00 300.00 
Social Committee 7,250 .. 00 6,750.00 7,700.00 18,530.00 7,700.00 
Speaker's Committee 3,750.00 3,000.00 4950.00 9,380.00 4,050.00 
Sports Committee 882.00 830.00 2,576.52 3,278.00 2,705.00 
Lesbian/Gay Law Students (LSLS) 500.00 340.00 435.00 2880.00 400.00 
Mich. Business Law Stud. Assoc. (.MB LSA) * 125.00 * * * National Lawyer's Guild (~LG) 2,500.00 1,110.00 1,150.00 2,945.00 950.00 
The Quadrangle * * 4150.++ 3,058.65++ * 
* * * 700.00 
Res Gestae 
50.00 
5,800.00 2,800.00+++ * * * 
Student Funded Fellowship (SFF) 1,300.00 1,155.00 1,100.00 1,475.00 1,200.00 
Women Law Sudents Association 1,200.00 545.00 400.00 1,645.00 450.00 
Core Committee of 1990 National 
Conference on Women and the Law * * * 965.00 500.00 
TOTAL ALLOCATED: 33,812.00 23,250.00 31,721.52 86,476.13 29,159.82 
(requested) 
LSSS CO~TIGENCY: 3,320.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 N.A. 550.35 
TOTAL: 37,132.00 25,250.00 33,721.52 32,029.00 29,710.17 
(available) 
KEY:*, no reque.st made; + group ceased to exist; ++ loaned to student group; +++ TheRes Gestae returned its l 986/87 allocation 
and no longer applies for funding 
viewing. 
Silver also expressed concern about the 
possibility of "turf wars" with the bnsement 
groups, over who would formulate and/or dic-
tate the contents of such a discrimination 
policy. 
Silver noted that pink grievance forms 
are available in Room 200 for any students 
who wish to submit grievances about inter-
vie,ving procedures. He also noted tha t any 
student who wished to could contnct any 
Placement Committee member to express his 
or her g-rievance. 
The Placement Committee also hopes to 
schedule mock interviews for first-yea r stu-
dents sometime before Christmas, but as soon 
as possible. Silver related the committee's 
resenations about starting such a procedure 
before Christmas, generally concerned about 
getting 1L's too wrapped up in interviewing 
too soon. Nonetheless, the LSSS wns recep-
tive to the idea a nd the commjttee plans to 
pursue it. 
Discussion of what role the Placement 
Committee will play vis-a-vis LSSS was de-
ferred to Executive Board to be hashed out. 
Specifically, the committee wants to know the 
amount of autonomy and power it has, and 
what it rnn do \vithout LSSS approval. 
LSSS President Danielle Carr r eported 
that she \viii organize a can food drive, sched-
uled for November 6-20. The drive will be a 
sort of competition between participating 
graduate schools, with a travelling trophy to 
be awarded to the school which collects the 
most can goods. 
Cnrr also noted that the Faculty Auction 
is tent.ntively scheduled for J anuary 12 or 13, 
1989. LSSS voted to give all proceeds to 
student organizations within the Law School. 
Student directories should be distributed 
today, sometime around lunchtime. Look for 
the din•ctory in your pendaflex. 
LSSS Treasurer Sandy Pearl r eported 
that the LSSS Wish List was given to Dean 
Eklu nd, and she has assured that the groups 
on the Wish List 'vill receive some funding 
over and above what LSSS has allocated. 
LSSS proposed the Wish List to give Dean Sue 
some direction as to how to spend aggregate 
funds under her control. 
Groups on the Wish List slated to receive 
additional funding are: L.SSS Speakers 
Committee; LSSS StudentJFaculty Wine & 
Cheese Socials; AALSA's Korematsu presen-
tation; HLSA's Latinas in the Legal Profes-
sion Symposium; ACLU'sPoliceCiinic; Health 
Law's Speakers; and the Basemen t Groups' 
Dworkin presentation. 
LSSS also deferred work on an in terview 
dress code policy to the Placement Commit-
tee. 
LSSS' Awareness Week is in the pre-
planning stnges, \vith an organi zational 
meeting set for Thursday, October 20, at 6:00 
pm. A week of coordinated fora and symposia, 
Awareness Week is aimed at raising and 
publicizing issues of concern to law students 
and student orgaruzations. Rather than 
spreading out presentations over the course of 
the year, this concentrated effort \viii empha-
size topics ordinarily lost or overlooked in the 
academic shuffie. 
Finally, LSSS set a three-week rotating 
schedule for its "feature boar d," wh ich \vill be 
located abreast of the LGLS bulletin boar d in 
the basement. 
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 Bulletin Boards Show New Sights for Sore Eyes 
Some new groups and some old favorites are posting signs in the basement of Hutchins following the new LSSS-approved bulletin board allocations .. An additional 
board located on the second floor of Hutchins Hall was approved for monthly rotation and use by all interested student organizations. 
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Peterson, Ross, Schloerb 
& Seidel 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Monday, October 31 
for positions with the firm during Summer, 1989. 
Our firm of 175 attorneys is engaged in the general practice of law 
with particular emphasis on commercial litigation. 
Los Angeles Chicago London 
Student interview request cards are due in the Place1nent Office TODAY. 
'lite a. C...-OeteW II, 1--,....._ 
Case Club Match-ups 88-89 
Junior Cit'* &niorJudgf Ca~Club 
Beth Abrams Ethan Posner Cooperrider Case Club 
Mike Arthur Linda Schoemaker Knappen Case Club 
Beth Beach Robert Romanoff Blume Case Club 
Harold Burroughs Margaret Zverinova Williams Case Club 
Erin Daly Earl Barnes Fisher Case Club 
Jarett Decker Michael Rosenthal Graves Case Club 
Charles Demirjian J enifer Urff James Case Club 
Brian Easley Damon Vocke Chandler Case Club 
Joe Figini • T.J . Conley Clark Case Club 
David Franklyn John Uglietta Woodward Case Club 
Scott Freeman Moira Dages Cooley Case Club 
Pat Gaegler Chuck Vigil Grant Case Club 
Steve Griebel Jeff Mills Carpenter Case Club 
Sarah Harpham Kevin Woodhouse Knowlton Case Club 
Martha J ames John Dunn Champlin Case Club 
Bruce Judge Mark Rickard Coffey Case Club 
Jamie Kimmell Ronna Garelick Durfee Case Club 
Steve Levitan Elizabeth Lewis Stason Case Club 
Tracy Loomis Richard Dennerline Cooper Case Club 
Sandra Macauley Jeff Feikens Day Case Club 
Julie Marcus Alex Liberman Dickinson Case Club 
Tony Ma1ick Jim Steffen Fead Case Club 
Rich McDaniel Carol Saper Simes Case Club 
Molly McGinnis Sandi Miller Waite Case Club 
Jane Rau Richard Mugel Fletcher Case Club 
Melodie Rose Jane Siggelkow Shart.el Case Club 
Josh Rovine Michael Ambler McCree Case Club 
Rogelio Ruiz Nancy Smith Bates Case Club 
Kate St. Vincent David Baum Christiancy Case Club 
Jill Wheaton Mark Boulding Aigler Case Club 
Ken Wittenberg AI Fowerba ugh Butzel Case Club 
Kathie Zieve Daniella Saltz Polasky Case Club. 
Bill McClelland Michael Wendorf Intro. to American Law 
SteveTsai Jennifer Sherman Intro. to American Law 
. The. Res Gestae 
will print notices for any 
student group if it is typed 
and submitted by the 
Monday preceeding 
publication. Call 763-0333 
for n1ore details. 
Your Bar Exam 
Doesn't Have 
To Be A 
Trial. 
Put Us 
To The Test! 
Dver 100 Centers Nationwide Offering Complete Preparation For The Bar Exams Of : 
CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, MD, ME, Ml, NH, NJ, NM, NY, PA, Rl, TX, VA and VT 
STANLEY H. 
KAPIAN-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
(800) KAP·TEST (800) 343·9188 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
Stanlfv H. 1\apla~ Cenrer 
~WI r: Hoo,·fr St . 
. ;nn .-\dN. ~11 4A )(14 ·~704 
•:ll:H r.;~.·11 19 
 Gardner, Carton & D-ouglas .. 1--
of Chicago, IllinoiS' . 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
.. Tuesday, November 1 
for summer employment, 1989. 
' . 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Sidley & Austin 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday & Thursday, 
October 19 & 20 
for positions in our 1.98.9 S ummer Associate Program 
and full -time positions beginning Fall, 1989. 
Students planning to interview with us may also 
wish to consult with the following current 
University of Michigan Law School students who 
worked in our Chicago office this summer, all of 
whom were invited to rejoin us next year. 
Rich Dennerline Alex Liberman 
Anne Findlay Julie Marcus 
Kathy Johnson Jeff Mills 
Julie Kunetka Steve Siegel 
Late intervi~w sign-up will begin in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Jackson & Walker 
of Dallas, Texas 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 31 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley 
~~ & McCloy 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Thursday, November 3 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Rumberger, Kirk, Caldwell, 
Cabaniss, Burke & Wechsler 
of Orlando, Miami, and 
Tallahassee, Florida 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested first and second year students on 
Wednesday, November 2 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1989. 
Our firm consists of85 t rial lawyers and specializes 
in products liability defense; professional and 
malpractice defense; insurance defense; aviation, 
workers' compensation and general commercial 
litigation. Clients include General Motors, Ford, 
Nissan, Toyota, Honda, General Electric, John Deere, 
Mazda, Volkswagen, Mobil Oil, Firestone, Audi, 
Porsche and various insurance companies such as 
Royal Insurance, All State, and Safeco. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
D'Ancona & Pflaum 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Friday, November 4 
fo r summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
... 
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Direction of Law, Teaching, Troubles J-udge 
Continued From Pace SIXTEEN 
courses or "How to do it,• but I'm tallring about the world of 
practice as it affects the dispensation of justice, that is, how we 
do justice. I think Jaw schools have to be about how justice is 
done because we are preparing people who will affect the 
systems of justice, and if the Jaw schools don't do it, I don't 
know who will. That to me is a matter of some potentially 
grave concern. I think there is a growing disjunction and I 
think more attention has to be paid to it. 
RG: How do we bridge t~t gap? 
Edwards: I think that the Jaw schools, for one, have to 
accept the idea that you can do serious scholarship and 
thinking with respect to practice matters. 'There are some 
academics that have always been of the notion that anything 
'having to do with the practice oflaw should be held in disdain. 
That it's an unworthy or a less worthy matter, and I think tha~ 
IN me it makes no sense because we are preparing people in 
the garden didn't grow.• So it isn't any good to say that I just 
planted the seed. You've got to bear some fruit, and I think 
that's the problem now. 
RG: Are we bearing any fruit? 
Edwards: Well, I don't know what the numbers are now 
nationally. Some people have said that the figures are de-
pressing, I just don't know. rm not as d ose to it now because 
I am not in a law school setting on a full-time basis. It is 
certainly better than when I was in school. 'That is one 
measure, but I when I was in school, no one was here, so that 
is almos~ to say nothing. I think it is better in the sense that 
there are more people that are seriously concerned. For 
example, I honestly believe that a dean like Dean Bollinger is 
seriously concerned about the matters pertaining to the inte-
gration of the law schooL I don't think he takes it lightly. I 
think it is something that he cares about, he worries about, 
and is looking for solutions. I think that there is some hope, 
... if everybody is just representing major 
corporations to the exclusion of everything 
else, and law schools are teaching only theory 
without regard to practice, it's going to be a 
very strange looking system. 
law schools to go and practice it, people the systems of justice, 
and be responsible for the doing of justice. I think the law 
schools and the persons in the Jaw schools have to accept the 
idea that you can do serious research and scholarship with 
respect to practice matters and that they' ought to feel a 
responsibility for identifying problems that are recurring in 
the world of practice and seeking to address those matters. 
For example, ethical matters pertaining to the practice oflaw; 
for another example., legal representation for the poor and 
underrepresented classes in society; and for another matter, 
alternative dispute resolution systems, which are now being 
debated rather rigorously by members ~f practice andjud.ges, 
but with only minimal and inconsistent contributions coming 
from the academic co~ unity. 'That makes no sense to me. If 
we are going to begin to develop alternative systems of dispute 
resolution and decide cases in a fashion other than we have 
traditionally decided them, thE! law schools, it seems to me, 
must be very much a part of that debate and must contribute 
to proposed solutions. 
RG: Do you have any comments on the shortage of 
minority facnJty members? 
Edwards: It is an issue of concern. I think that you h~ve · 
to have minori ty representation on faculties because we are 
talking about law and justice, which in part has to do with 
managing our society and thinking about what is fair in our 
society, thinking about how to protect the rights ofindividuals 
and institutions and it seems to me that it makes all the sense 
in the world, if that is your endeavor, to have on the teaching 
podium the widest range of members of society. Your faculty 
and your student body ought to reflect, not 4n strict quota 
terms, the persons that are in our society, because the inter-
action, the exchange, is going to be better . People come with 
different perspectives. Any exchange on difficult ideas is 
bound to be more interesting and productive if all perspectives 
are brought to bear, and one of the ways you bring all the 
perspectives to bear is to have all the perspectives well 
represented. I think it's a serious problem and it's one that we 
simply have to address. I think the law schools are making 
more of an effort than in the past, but t~ effort has to bear 
fruit. The effort without anything is lilte saying, "Well, I 
planted the seed. I don't know why the food never came, why 
but we're still digging with a small shovel. I'm hopeful but it's 
slow. 
RG: What is the most serious matter facing the 
courts today? 
Edwards: As an institutional matter, our case load. 
That is, how to do business in the ·race of a growing and 
sometimes overwhelming case load. It's just very hard to read 
the briefs and record, and decide cases, and keep your quality, 
efficiency and timeliness up, when there are so many cases to 
be decided. There are only a limited number of solutions. You 
can't just keep adding more judges and law clerks because 
with that comes different kinds of problems at least as serious 
as the ones we now face. Budget constraints are another 
difficulty. At a time now when we are finally willing to accept 
automation, wearesofar behind therestofsociety. We cannot 
now integrate the mechanical side of the operation in a way 
that we ought to be able to do. As a legal inatter, obviously, 
'here are pulls and tugs that come with changing political 
climates and they create some real tension in the development 
of substantive law. It just doesn't come as a surprising matter 
that this administration has had as an agenda the appoint-
. ment of judges with a viewpoint different from those who 
~ · -- .: 2 them. I'm not going to try to define what that 
means, but there is no doubt, and it 's no surprise to hear, that 
there are pulls and tugs that do result in the creation, in the 
assessment, of judicial problems and in the wri ting of judicial 
opinions and in the development of the law. I think that the 
recent cases of the Supreme Court that are noted by the likes 
ofProfessor Kamisar and others make it very clear that we are 
in a period of real tug and pull as to where we ought to be going. 
That makes it hard to be a judge because it's harder to fi nd the 
"right" answer when there is a major struggle among judges 
as to what the right answer ought to be. 
RG: What are the chaUe nges facing law students 
and future lawyers today? 
Edwards: I think that the matter of what's going on in 
practice, the thing that I alluded to initially, is a matter of 
critical concern. 'They have to be prepared to quickly shift 
gears, to identify and understand a whole new set of problems 
that they may not have meaningfully pursued in the class. 
room and you have to be able to address them because once yo~ 
leave Jaw school you're really about the business of practicinl 
law or teaching law. I think that your generation has got to 
come up with answers on r epresentation of the poor, on 
alternative systems of dispute resolution, on case load prob. 
)ems that are facing both state and federal courts. Those an 
the challenges. And you've got to find some of the answers on 
the question you raised on integrating law schools both at tht 
student and faculty levels, and insuring that they get an<i 
r emain integrated for future years so that it simply becomes 
a way of life and not a continuing battle. 
RG: How do we get a job like yours? 
Edwards: I really don't know. A lot of times in law 
practice, you can't rea:ly plan anything. Anything like getting 
a judgeship was never anything that crossed my mind. When 
I was in law school I didn't thinkaboutit one way or the other. 
I don't know what I would have thought. I was looking fonvard 
to going on and pr;cticing labor law, which was wha t I loved 
'The opportunity to teach presented itself qui te by accident, 
and the people in law practice told me I'd be crazy not to lool 
at it because if I didn't like it I could always come back to 
practice. So then I was suddenly on another road. Then the 
judgeship appeared and another road presented itself. And 
oflen that's the way it happens in law practice. Opportunities 
present themselves. There's a lot of luck involved, goocl 
fortune. And I've been blessed. I don't kid myself about that. 
You have to have some luck. You put in your hard work and 
you hope you're good and you hope your quali ty is alway; 
there, but you also hope you're lucky. 'There are a lot of people 
as smart as I am, as energetic and a s committed, who have not 
always been in the right place at the right time and not always 
had as many opportunities as I've ha d. 
I recognize that sometimes it's just luck, but you do 
have to put in a lotofhours and you do have to worry a lot about 
the quality of your work and I think that you do have to worry 
a lot about the contribution that you're making not just to your 
wallet but to your profession . I think that's one of the problems 
that students nowadays have a diminishing understandingof. 
It's not a bad thing to be comfortable economically, but it is a 
bad thing to have that as your sole agenda when you are in the 
kind of profession that we're in. We really do have to worry 
about what the profession is doing and how we are giving U> 
society because we are really the regulators of society in so 
many major ways. We really are supposed to be caring about 
those who are disadvantaged, we are supposed to be protect.-
ing notions of justice. And if everyone comes out with their 
principle agenda what big law firm can I work for and the hell 
with the poor and the heck with criminal procedure, and the 
heck with legal aid, then the system won't make sense in 
twenty years, because if everybody is just representing maj<r 
corporations to the exclusion of everything else and law 
schools are teaching only theory without regard to practice, 
it's going to be a very strange looking system. I think that's 
what law students have to think abou t. We have to get it back 
in balance again and doing justice means doing justice for 
everyone and I think we're falling away from that. fm really 
worried about 'that. . 
Pro Bono Work Made 
Possible By Grants 
Continue d from Page TIDRTEEN 
address is 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY, 10112. Inter· 
ested students can also pick up from the Placement Office a 
pamphlet on "Job Opportunities in Public Interest Law,' 
which provides more information about pro bono and legal 
services work. 
Maybe with the introduction of these two new programs, 
more concerned-hut debt-ridden-students will be able to 
devote a few years to pro bono work. 
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Two Firms Finance Pro Bono . Work 
By Eric Belt 
ut's face it, it's tough for a top U.S. law school graduate, · 
maybe $40,000 in debt from tuition loans, to take the typical 
$20,000 per year public interest job. As a result, this country's 
· l'arious legal aid societies, pro bono and public interest firms, 
and other charitable organizations, under-funded and under: 
r.affed, find it difficult to proyjde needed legal seryjces to poor 
people and to worthy causes. But starting this year, two new 
programs will try to encourage more talented students to take 
these jobs. The Skadden, Arps Fellowships and the Chad-
rome& Parke pro bono program will generously subsidize the 
;a]aries of students who want to work for public interest 
01ganizations. 
The two programs take slightly different approaches. The 
stadden, Arps Fellowships seek to attract third year students 
wpro bono and public interest groups after graduation. In 
ctllltraSt, Chadbome & Parke aims its pro bono program at 
first year students and is basically an eight to twelve week 
rummer opportunity. Both programs cover work for various 
legal aid services, public interest firms, Bar Association actiyj-
ti<s, and charitable and non-profit groups, including enyjron-
mental, consumer protection, ciyjJ liberties, and other "im-
~t"jobs. 
For example, Michigan students and graduates might work 
or the Enyjronmental Defense Fund, the Sierra Club, the 
A.rnerican Ciyjl Liberties Union, Public Interest Research 
Groups (PffiGs), the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and many 
other worthy causes. 
~ancy Krieger, director of the Law School Placement Office, 
;ayssheis "very excited" about these opportunities. She notes 
that only about three percent of Michigan Law School gradu-
aresgointo public interest jobs. "There has been nothing like 
!his in the past." she says. "Brand new graduates rarely have 
the chance to work for public interest firms. The organizations 
have very few lawyers, and they usually hire only experienced 
lawyers for a year or two." 
The international law firm ofSkadden,Arps, Slate, Meagher 
& Flom has set aside $10 million over the next five years to 
fund its program. Each· year, the firm will award 25 fellow-
ships. Over the initial five year trial period, as many as 125 
recent law school graduates will commit up to two years 
working for qualified public interest organizations. The pro-
gram will pay the entire salaries of these Skadden Fellows and 
will also help them repay their student loans over the two year 
;fellowship period, if necessary. The salaries will be about 
$32,500 per year, plus fringe benefits, and will approximately 
equal the compensation of a second-year federal judicial clerk. 
Skadden, Arps .,yj]] fund jobs in only those public interest 
groups that qualify as charitable organizations under the 
Internal Revenue Code. 
Third-year students interested in applying for a Skadden 
Fellowship must first secure a legal assistance job with a 
qualifying public service organization. The position could 
involve an original project or an existing project in need of ad-
ditional staff attorneys. The students then should apply for 
the fellowships with the consent and endorsement of the 
public seryjce organizations. Applications must include let-
ters of endorsement from the law school. Skadden, Arps will 
award the first fellowship grants to class of 1989 graduates. 
The Skadden Fellowship program has no connection with 
the firm's law graduate recruitment program; its sole purpose 
is to foster work in public interest jobs. Peter P. Mullen, 
Executive Partner at the firm, notes that fewer than 20 per-
cent of needy people with legal problems get legal assistance. 
The program seeks to proyjde these legal services to people 
who need them most, now and in the future. "We think the 
experience will instill in lawyers a career-long commitment to 
pro bono work, " Mr. Mullen explained. 
Nancy Krieger says that already about twenty student!'" 
have picked up applications for the program. She hopes that 
the program will encourage more people to go into public 
interest work in the future . "I hope a couple of people 
[students from Michigan] will get the fellowship," she adds. 
While the Skadden, Arps program aims to place third-years 
in legal assistance positions, Chadborne & Parke, a Manhat-
tan firm, aims its program at first-year students aud will 
subsidize pro bono work in the summer following their second 
year oflaw school. Overall, the firm will commit over $100,000 
to the program each summer. 
After working at Chadborne & Parke the summer after 
their first year oflaw school, those summer associates receiv-
ing job offers after graduation may return to the firm for four 
weeks the following summer. For the remaining eight to 
twelve weeks of the summer, the students can work for a non-
profit organization, and the firm will subsidize their non-
profit salaries to equal the firm's regular summer associate 
pay, whichcouldtop$1,400perweek next summer. The firm's 
subsidy to each student for the summer pro bono work might 
exceed $16,000. 
The firm will not oversee the students or choose projects for 
them, and it will not subsidize government or political jobs. 
Though Chadborne & Parke also uses this program as a 
recruitment tool designed to lure back second-year students, 
the program does have the effect of placing talented second-
year law students in pro bono and other public in terest jobs. 
According to Chadborne & Parke partner Philip Beaumont, 
chairman of the firm's recruiting committee, "the pro bono 
program will aid our efforts to attract top legal talent and is an 
outgrowth of Chadbome's long-term and extensive commit-
ment to pro bono work." The firm has a strong r ecord of 
supporting a wide variety of pro bono, Bar Association, and 
other public service actiyjties. 
Third year students interested in the Skadden, Arps Fel-
lowships should pick up an application and more information 
at the Law School Placement Office. First year students 
interested in the Chadbome & Parke program should first 
apply to the firm for a summer associate position. The firm's 
Continued on Page TWELVE 
St inson, Mag & Fizzell 
of Kansas City, Missouri 
(with offices in Dallas, Texas and Overland Park, Kansas) 
will be interviewing second and third year students for 
1989 a~sociate and S"flmmer associate positions on 
Tuesday, November 1. 
Our firm of 153 attorneys, established in 1878, is engaged in the multifaceted 
general practice of law with emphasis in the areas of Corporate, Securities, Tax, 
Municipal Finance, Real Estate, Litigation, Probate and Labor. 
Our firm resume and additional information 
are available in the Placement Office. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
The Res Gestae ·· October 12, 1988 ·· page fourtee n 
Crossword By Tim Connors 
ACROSS 68. Artists' stand 
1. Furry and fecund alien pel which hates Klin-
gons D OWN 
7. DJ Kasey and his statuesque, annoying young 




13. "Bom in _ • 
16. Gordian _ 
17. Texas A & M gridslers 
19. Soldiers' entertainment org. 
20. Heycrdahl craf'l 
21. Joy Division lyric: "Lo,·e ___ again" 
24. Nat'J Educators' League 
25. Report (abbr.) 
26. Communist prty. 
27. That is 
28. ~ixon veep 
30. Brady talent contest stage aamc:-rhe Sil\'er . 
33. Cal Ripkin, Brooks Robinson, Boog Powell 
35. Minerals in the raw 
36. Gold, to Cortes 
38. louder 
40. Douglas, Wallace, and Schmid~ 
41. War prize in 1870 nod 1918 
45. ·- a little teapot, short and stout" 
46. Kennedy, Williams, and Cassidy 
49. "Book 'em, _• 
50. Horatio, Ozzie, or full 
53. Showbiz Kennedy in-law who was not ~he 
Terminator 
57. •_ Misbchnvin'" 
58. American Univ. Hotel Insti tute 
59. "Hop on _ • 
61. Johnny Cash lyric: "And it bums, burns, 
64. Mezzanine 
65. Complete 
66. Turner or King Cole 
,67. Hazzard County Deputy 
3. Domestic wine bra nd 
4. Vegetable 
5. SDI component 
6. Chern. symbol for Einsteinium 
7. Maxwell Smart foes 
8. Alan Hale role 
9. Kay, cl, em, _ 
10. J amie or William 
11. Nation 
14. Yertle and his subjects 
15. Home of the Bayou Bcngals 
18. More sick 
22. _ sciences 
23. Barrymore, Olivier and Reagan 
27. __ Snowman 
28. Churchill and Smith 
31. Continent or lame "supergroup" 
32. Regarding 
34. _Ia Ia 
37. ·-of the Ancient Mariner• 
39. Chicago train 
42. "Much _ about Nothing" 
43. Complaining 
44. 1\'lu -mued bane of two Darwoods 
47. __ Plus""', meal hall plan 
48. Tilts 
51. Key _ 
52. Tangent nu merators 
54. _Doggie and his Doggie Daddy 
55. Fingerprint feature 
56. ~lny'oerry Deputy Barney 
60. Marmaduke, Tiger, Astro, Tweety Bird, and 
Garfield 
62. Univ. of Oklnhoma Northern 
63. "Once_ Lifetime" 
Television Adversely Affects 
Reisman Trophy Competition 
By Ha rold Hunte r 
Heisman hype is in full swing, and the 
glamour boys in La-La land hold the early 
upper hand. Troy Aikman and Rodney Peete 
are running nip and tuck,and the winner may 
be determined by their teams performance 
againsteachotheron :\ovember 19. However, 
THE best player in college football right now 
is a relatively unknown Kansan toiling in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. Running back Barry 
Sanders leads the ::-ICAA in five offensive 
categories, and has gained 813 yards rushing, 
averaging o\·er 200 yards per game and 8.6 
yards a pop. In addition, he is the most 
dangerous kickoff returner in the country. 
Barry's big test is this week against the 
Nebraska Cornhuskers, a team Oklahoma St. 
has not beaten in 2i years. Sadly, Sander s 
will not have a national audience to witness 
his exploits, because i\"ebraska Chancellor 
Mnrtin Massenga le has vetoed ESPN's 
proposed time change to 7:00 P.:\1. because of 
homecoming conflicts. 
Personally, I am outraged at Mr. 
Massengale's lack of sensitivity. He has 
created a serious dilemna in my life, and I for 
one will not be sending in my $20.00 alumni 
contribution this year. Who cares if the old 
folks attending the festivities have to wait 
a round for four extra hours?. That's just 
means more time for pre-game debauchery 
and excess, two thi ngs very close to my heart. 
Now I am left two choices in lieu of the 
television coverage: First, I am going to contact 
several i\"ebraska firms immediately to 
attempt togeta fly back for this weekend, thus 
allo\ving me to attend the game; or more 
likely, I \viii have to call home and pay $35-
$40 in phone charges while I listen to the radio 
broadcast over the phone. Oh well, such is the 
life of a Cornhusker. 




4. NOTRE DA.\lE 
5. FLORIDA ST. 
6. NEBRASKA 
7. WESTVIRGINIA 
8. OKLAHO~lA ST. 







16. WYOM ING 
17. ARKANSAS 
18. WASHINGTON ST. 
19. INDIANA 
20. W ASHIXGTON 
21. FLORIDA 




Predictions For This Week's Top Gam<'s; 
MIAMI 23 NOTRE DAME 17 
IOWA 20 ~1ICHIGA."l16 
OKLAH0~1A ST. 28 1'\EBRASKA 24 
USC 19 WASHINGTON 7 
CLEMSON 27 DUKE 14 
WASHINGTON ST. 30 ARIZONA 28 
TEXAS 18 ARKANSAS 15 
PENN ST. 24 SYRACUSE 13 
Virgin ia Qualifying 
Tournament Set 
By Steve Griebel 
Law Students will be comp<'ting in a 
grueling Softballlourn:tment this Saturday. 
Orgnnizers have arrnng<'d for twelve tl'ams to 
compete, \vith the champions and runners-up 
'vinning the right to represent the Law School 
in this Spring's national Softball Tournament 
held in Virginia. Sign-ups \viii be heldTh<'sday, 
Wednesday and Thursdny. Teams must have 
a n entrance fee and nt least nine of the 
maximum twelve ph1yers to register. 
Sports Organizers have planned a 5-K 
run to be held sometime in the next ft'w w<'t'ks. 
Shirts w!ll be avnilnble for entrants. Look for 
signs in frontofRoom l 00 and in th€' bnsement 
for more details. 
Sports Committee Chairpeople were 
satisfied with the budget funds allocated to 
them by the Student St'nate. Thert' will be 
enough money to help organizers St'l up every 
planned event this yea r save Fall F<>ffi:-·
High student turn-out was the signitir
fn<"tor for the successful budget requests 
Three Teams t1ed 1 n t hJs years ~~
tournament, forcing a playoff for the covetl<i
T-shirts at stake for the \vinners. Play!
have nrranged to meet sometime in the rtJ:
few Wt'eks to determine the winner. 
Sports Committee organizers have mB'!
things in the works for the Spring. There ,j
be tournaments for basketball, rnque:ba..
softball, football, among others. Also m ...
works is a Games 
Day, which looks to be a day of con:~·~
serious and silly, for students. Suggestie:
reflt'ctingtime and money restrictions Garro
Day will be an all-day affair and costs hm:: 
be kept down) are welcomed and can be pu:·
tht' pendaflexes of Judy Mc~amarn, K.:-~­
Woodhouse, or Steve Griebel. 
Cunningham Recoverin
From Cancer Surgery 
By Sarah Somer s 
Tht' need for un€'xpected surg€'ry forct'd 
Prof<'ssor Roger Cunnmgham to tnke a leave 
of absence this st'mester. Two groups of first-
year students who Wc.'re originally scheduled 
to take a small section of Property \vith Pro-
fessor Cunningham found themselves instead 
in a large combined section taught by Profes-
sor Browder. 
A routine phys ical check-up lute in July 
revenleda spot on Cunningham's lung, a spot 
thnt proved to be cancerous. Cunningham 
entered Saint Josrph's Mercy Hospital in 
Ann Arbor on Lnbor Day, and underwent 
surgwy the following day. Cunningham had 
parlofhis lung removed. The doctors checked 
the remainder of the lung and the lymphs 
and determined that the cancer had not 
spread. However, Cunningham's rt-CO\f"': 
was slowed by a hole that developed in th~
remainder of his lung. This complicatio
combin<'d with a bout \vith stomach flu
lengthened the professor's stay in Sair:
Joseph's . After a four and a half week s:a)
Cunningham was released from the hospiUL
on Saturday afternoon. 
Cunningham pla ns to return to the Lav
School in January, and expects to take o~·e
teaching the large section of Property fro~
Professor Browder, and will teach a courst
on land use control. In a conversation ~~~:ll
The Res Gestae just prior to his return horr.t 
Cunningham stated that he expected thn:
"another month 'vi ll probably see mebnckt'
normal." 
GIVE YOURSELF EVERY POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE 
HBJ vs. PMBR 
The Difference is Obvious 
1. Guaranteed Pass Program in Michigan. 
2. 24 hour workshop evenly paced over a 
2 week period so that you have time to 
assimilate the substantive material. 
3. Immediate (same day) feedback on all 
practice exams. Our practice exams are 
divided by subject so that we can easily 
teach the different techniques applicable for 
each subject. The first three days are spent 
taking practice exams and doing answer 
analyses by subject while it is still fresh. 
The last day is the simulated multistate 
examination and answer analysis. 
4. Each Michigan location will have at least 4 
different professors/multistate experts to 
teach the various areas of the law. 
5. Fits in perfectly with comprehensive courses 
because it Is taught primarily in the 
afternoons. 
6. Price fixed at $195. 
1. No guarantees. 
2. 24 hour workshop given over 3 consecutive 
days. 
3. Has simulated exams on the first day and 
does answer analyses over the next two days. 
Exams not broken down by subject. 
4. One person portends to know all the law on 
each multistate subject and teaches all areas. 
5. 3 full day format. clashes with most bar 
review courses' dates and times. 
6. Prices range from $250 to $325 depending 
upon applicable discounts. 
·The H BJ Guaranteed Pass Program is also available in a 3-day video tape lecture series just before 
the bar exam for $125 at the completion of comprehensive review course schedules. 
The H BJ Guaranteed Pass Program is 
available to anY.one enrolled 
in any comprehensive bar review course 
261 11 Evergreen, Suite 302, Southfield, Ml 48076 • (313) 354·7111 or 
(800) 245-EXAM 
~Th~e~R~H~C~e~su~e~-~Oc~~~~~~1~2:·~19:88~-~p~a~g~e~s:~:::n:_ ____________________________________________________________________________________________ ~
Judge Edwards Presides over Law Class 
populntion that bettC'r rC>flects the p~pulation of soc.~~~
got to mnkc tlw interaction in the school a more hen1·,v
By BiU Burford 
Harry T. Edwards, Circuit Judge, U.S.D.C. Court of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, is a graduate of the Uni~:ersityof 
Michigan lAw School. He will be commuting into Ann Arbor 
once a week this term to teach a course on federal courts and the 
appellate process. Edwards taughtatthelawschool from 1970 
to 1976 and from 1977 to 19 0 before his appointment to the 
bench by President Jimmy Carter. Edu·ards has also/ought at 
llorvord Law School and the FreeUniversilyo{Brussels. R.G. 
Staffer William Burford spoke u·ith Edwards. 
RG: Is there something special about the law 
school which keeps you com ing back, despite aU of the 
trouble of commuting in once a week? 
Edwa rds: WPll, I have very good memories of the school, 
bot)) as a former student and as a faculty member, and those 
memories - which include recollections of teachers who 
inspired me and encouraged me, and former students who 
hnve become close friends and who have made major achieve-
ments in the profession, either as practicing lawyers or teach-
Prs- I'm sure create a magnet for me. I've always loved the 
town of Ann Arbor, its vigor. I hnve a lot of friends here and 
Law in the Raw 
The People's Clerk 
Plenty of law school students attend hearings dur!ng 
their summers at firms, but very few have the chance to ask 
questions of a judge. Fewer st::J get the chance to do so before 
an audience of millions. But last year, Michigan's own Donn 
Davis did just that. \\lhile Donn was a summer associate at 
LA's Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, he took time out to 
attend a taping of "The People's Court." When the cases for 
that day ran short, Judge Joseph Wapner asked for questions 
from the audience. 
Donn asked if the Judge had enough time to consider all 
the evidence presented to him. Judge Wapner responded, "I 
may take an hour. It isn'tjust that two-minute period during 
the commercial." 
His faith in the legal system restored, Donn insisted that 
"I plan to clerk for Judge Wapner after I graduate." 
National Law Journal 
Nosed·Out 
A Bloomfield Township, Michigan woman recently gave 
new meaning to the idea of eye witness testimony. The 
woman had been bound, gagged, and blindfolded by an 
intruder in her own home. The intruder made his getaway 
without ever being seen by his victim. Yet, when the police 
arrived at the woman's residence, she was able to mnke a 
positive identification of her assailant. 
How can this be, you ask? Well, it seems that she had 
noticed the smell of the intruder's feet~ That smell was quite 
noticeable, and exactly the same as the smell of the feet of a 
formPr high school classmate of hers. The suspect has subse-
quently been charged ,.,_;th burglary, and is awaiting trial. 
WWJ Radio, October 1, 1988 
Maybe Next Time It Will Be A Flyback, 
Paul 
This is the time of year where second and third years 
are starting to feel used and abused by the intervie1ving 
process. ThP adings? are starting to stream in, and ,,; th every 
"ding," egos drop another notch or two. Take the following 
"ding" letter to second year Paul Johnson: 
"Dear Paul: 
n'e very much enjoyed meeting with you last week and 
having an opportunity to talk with you about Miller & Chem-
lier. You have an excellent record of achievements u:hich u•e 
expect will be added to throughout your law .~chool and legal 
career. 
After revieu:ing the results of the inteniews at Michigan, 
~e find that we have a greater number of highly qualified and 
a number of friends and colleaguPs on the faculty now, with 
whom I enjoy an opportunity to share professional idem; and 
endeavors. 
RG: What's the biggest c hn nge that yo u not ice h ere 
a t the law school since you were a stude nt? 
Edwa t·ds: That's hard for me to asse,-s lx>cause I'm not 
herP enough. The physical plant is dramaticnlly difTPrent tmd 
that's the most ob,ious chnngP, including the new librnry-
which is quite spect.'\cular- the addition of faculty oflicl's, 
much better utilization of space and facilities. ~1y impression 
is that the students hnve more and a grenter vnriety of 
facilities that go with the physical plant than they had ''hen 
I was here. That's the most obvious thing that I can sPe. 
Certainly the student body is n much more integrated body, 
and that's the other thing that is obviously noticPable. ThPre 
were very few women when I was here as a student, and there 
were very few minority students. A handful, well , there 
weren't a handful, there was one black student in my clnss, 
me, and there were no more thnn four or five women. All of 
that has chnnged quite dramatically, and I suspPct that it 
makes it n much more interesting place to have a student 
int<•re;;ting t>nt'. 
HG: What's the biggest change in the law in gt~
since you ~t·aduat<'d'! 
Edwa I'd«: OnP of the things that I find interestr
potentially trouhlE'sorne is something thnt I have just "
nh<lllt that "i''] ~ppenr m the Law Quad Xotes inn 
Nliticm and nlso m the Journal of Legal Educatio~. ). 
that r have ht•(.>n rellPcting on is the growing d":; l'
between l<>gnl Nlucation and the practice oflaw. I r 1
~t·n;;(' from m) position on the bench that all t.oo of :.en 
irs ha\"P nn ;I :1d<>quate understanding or interest in~
afTt•l·ting tlw practice of law and that students are If, 
prepared to dt·•ll with the world of practice when :he:
law schoollwcau.:::e th£>rP IS not much interest or ane:--: -
to practical wncerns. I am not just talking about • 
Contin ued on page TWELVE 
Steve Olson ... 
is on vaca ii
By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer
personable candidates than our plans can accommodate. 
Despite your excellent r<•cnrd, u·e haoe conc:luded, with regret, 
that we will not be able to pursue with you further the pos.~ibil· 
ity of summer employment. 
We wish you every success itt finding an atlraclil'e posi-
tion. Best regards.· 
At least they lPl him down easy. The only problem is, Paul 
never inteniewed with ~liller & Chevalier. He never even 
signed up for an interview with them. Paul's sure they never 
met with him, since had they met him, they never would have 
said so many nice things about him. 
Courtesy of Paul Johnson 
L awmalzers Say the D arndest Things 
After )Cars of public service, lawmakers appar('ntly de-
velop a unique and specialized wnyoftalking. Some examples 
from Lansing of this highly technical jargon include: 
"'f this were a true democracy they'd take him out to the 
woodshed and shoot him." R('p .. ~1ontgomery 
"Let's not be partially hypoc1itical; let's go all the way." 
Sen. Huffman. 
"I think that if you write an unconstitutiOnal resolution, 
you should be correct.~ RPp. EnglPr. 
''We're not setting n precedent here today if we lie." Sen. 
Xelson. 
"T'm on both sidPs of the law enforcement issue."' Sen. 
To<-'pp. 
"This bill goes to the very heart of the moral filx>r of the 
human anntony." Rep. Kt'lS('y. 
""RPp. Cushingberry, the House \\ill not allow you to 
circumvent the rulPs unless you do it right." Rep. Owc•ns. 
"You'vp hit the point on the nail." Rep. Trim. 
·rm not only for cnpital pumshment, I'm also ft,r the 
pre~ervation of life." RPp. Fessler. 
"This bill is so discriminatory I'm not anxious to have it 
impro1•ed."' Sen. AliPn. 
"Before I give you the benefit of my r<>marks, I'd like to 
know what we're talking about." Rep. Wierahicki. 
"I don't predict that. I say it's going to happen." SPn l\1nck. 
"Humane societies don't create animals; prople do." Sen. 
DeGrow. 
"It's tlw only guts in this thing we can hang our hats on." 
Ht>p. ScotL 
'':\ow \W've got them right wht•re they want us .. " SPn. 
Alll·n. 
"''The moment of decision hns arrived nnd that moment 
will begin Tuesday of ll<'Xt we£-k." Ex-Gov. ~lillikl'n. 
'"I'm complexed." Sen. Holmes. 
"Let'sgt!t down to brass taxes." Sen. i\ liller. 
"I would m•ver get on public TV and castra-:.e ar; 
collt•agues." Hep. Kilpnt1ick. 
"I don't undHstnnd a lot of things. I think sorner
should point that out." Sen. DiNelJo. 
"We know that 90 pPrcentofthe felons in our prisO"J.
fcmner childn•n." RPp. St.'lbenow. 
''ThP [ilds is bPginning to submerge." Sen. Cartwn
Detroit Free Press, July 16, l
Would You Please Repeat th e Questi()n
The following are nctual excerpts from depositions:.
by highly trmned (?)and paid attorneys. 
Q: At any pPriod of time when you lost consciousrt>
don't rememb(>r what happened, did you see the car clw
direction or s1wed? 
* * • * 
Q: You rPmPmbN that no one was touching her? 
A: That s right. 
Q: \\110 is that no one that wasn't touching her·? 
t\: I don't know. 
* * * 
Q: Ifthccar wpnt up the hill at 50 miles per hour ,co::
down how far \\Ould it have to go before it hit 50 mi ~
hour? 'I'rue or false. 
Q: \\'pre nm alone in the car? 
:\: \"p;:, 
Q: Were you dli\ing'? 
* * • • 
Q: \\"a;: that the same nose you broke as chile:? 
~ * • • 
Attornpy : Drfe-ndant's DD for identification is ,m
crrpt from a publication en lied Biochemische Zeit$Chr·~.
the ar:icle is cal'ed "DiP Rhodanbildung in Tierkorpc-r'
Konrad Lnng, L-A-.:--1-G. 
¥ * * ~ * 
Q: When he went, had you gone and had s!:e f
wanted t-0 and were able, for the time being exdudi:-g • I
rc•straints on her not to, gone also, would he have bruu
you, meaning you and shP, with him to the station? 
* * ~ * • 
Q: You don't know what it was, and you don'tkno\\ 
it looked lik(>, but can you describe it? 
A: ~o. 
Attorne>y: If you have a feeling, or if you have a mfl7' 
or something that could have been, but you need toqualif: 
you can go ah<·ad nnd tPll him. But don't specula~ at • 
qN
Florida Bar Journal, October 1. 
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